Hat Trix—Look lovely for less!
An occasional newsletter

We do hope that this finds you well! And given the state
of the world still in the clutches of the coronavirus
pandemic, we sincerely mean that.
Here at Hat Trix, we are very blessed that thus far,
coronavirus has not touched this household. Under our
roof, we have lived close to home and remained covid19
free and received our first vaccine jab.
And thankfully, from this week non-essential shops are
re-opening and we can travel a little further. Feeling
relieved and blessed!
Do check out our website and social media page for
weekly information.
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Below left: is a superb large navy hatinator by Perri Ashby. The
single bold flower and quills makes it, don’t you think?
Below right: another large item, this time a full hat from Gold brand,
has clean lines, a standard domed crown, white edged with navy
blue. The decoration fairly bursts out in all directions. You can imagine wearing it with a summer dress or even a tailored suit.
And navy blue is such a versatile colour that can be the mainstay of
many a woman’s wardrobe.

We live optimistically and wedding faires are being
arranged. Hat Trix will certainly attend some of those
near to our base in the West Midlands. We’ll post on
social media when we confirm our dates.
In the meantime, we hope you will follow us on F/bk
@roseofhats where we try to post regularly and on our
website which is also updated with our newest stock,
that is www.hattrixhats.uk.
In this spring issue, we want to showcase some of the
wonderful items which have come into stock for you to
enjoy perusing and contemplate hiring or purchasing.
We could all plan a mid-summer street party and invite
all the ladies and girls to wear their best hat. How much
fun would that be!? And a job-lot hire from Hat Trix to
help the party swing!

Above left: you see this John Charles disc fascinator in palest blue
and cream tracery. It sits well on your head held by a headband.
Above right: a classic Jacques Vert that looks charming when
worn.
Like the majority of our stock, they have each been worn but once
for a few hours. They are pristine and longing to be taken out again.
Check out full details on www.hattrixhats.uk.

Colour choice is most personal. Hat Trix tries to keep a wide
range of styles and shades available to allow you choice.

Hat Trix products include:
** A selection of new-to-you women’s hats for
special occasions to purchase or hire;
** Selling your perfect hats which you no longer
want. This is a service for which Hat Trix charges a
percentage of the agreed sales price.
** A consultancy service in person, via Skype or
email to discuss your hat requirements, style and
colours to enhance the outfit you may already have;
** A selection of hats / fascinators for hire: a new
service
about which we would welcome your opinion;
** Meeting our more local customers at fayres and
other events near to our Shropshire base.

Above right: blues Jacques
Vert, Cappelli Condici and
Maddox brands
Above left: emerald Jacques
Vert
Left: Phase Eight and Planet
items
Right: taupes
Jacques Vert,
Hat Box and
unbranded items
Left: Pink shades
Victoria Ann,
Jacques Vert and
Hat Box
Pristine—as you
see!

As you might imagine, with so many events being cancelled in 2020,
Hat Trix trade was depleted. A few purchases were made, a couple
were local to us too. We delivered them in person, taking a trip out
So, are you a big hat woman or a small hat
as the first lockdown eased. And in glorious sunshine. That first car woman? Be bold! Worth trying a variety before
journey of any distance, after so long, did feel most strange and
deciding.
something of a guilty pleasure. How odd is that!?
We are most grateful
to those who felt confident enough about
events taking place,
that they made purchases from us here at
Hat Trix.
Hat Trix loves lovely
headwear and plans to
continue to offer you a
selection of quality
new-to-you special
occasion hats and
fascinators for purchase or for hire.

Hat Trix (actually Katherine) had a catch-up chat with
our technical adviser this week; he who ensures that
our website functions correctly—and to whom we have
to pay fees to cover the cost of his expertise on website
creation and maintenance. We’d be lost without Richard
at Active Computers where the business year has not
been without difficulties, as you might imagine. Shout
of for Richard! Hurrah!
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